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ON RAMIFICATIONS OF ARTIN-SCHREIER EXTENSIONS OF SURFACES OVER
ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED FIELDS OF POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC III
MASAO OI
Abstract. For a smooth surface X over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic, we
consider the ramification of an Artin-Schreier extension of X. A ramification at a point of codimension
1 of X is understood by the Swan conductor. A ramification at a closed point of X is understood by the
invariant rx defined by Kato [2]. The main theme of this paper is to give a simple formula to compute
r′
x
defined in [4], which is equal to rx for good Artin-Schreier extension. We also prove Kato’s conjecture
for upper bound of rx.
1. Introduction
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Let X be a smooth proper surface over
F , D a simple normal crossing divisor. Put U = X−D. For a closed point x ∈ D, we say x is in Case (I)
if the number of irreducible components of D containing x is one, we say x is in Case (II) if the number
of irreducible components of D containing x is two. We also say x is of type (I) or type (II). In this
paper, we always assume D is generated by t1 in OX,x in case (I), and D is generated by t1t2 in OX,x in
case (II), where t1, t2 ∈ OX,x. Throughout this paper, we fix x once and for all.
Let l be a prime number which is different from p. For a character χ : pi1(U) → Q¯
×
l of order p, Kato
has defined an invariant rx = rx(χ) in his paper [2]. The invariant rx is related to the Euler Poincare´
characteristic of Fχ, where Fχ is the e´tale sheaf corresponding to χ. Let K be the function field of X ,
and K ′ be the Artin-Schreier extension of K corresponding to χ.
By the Artin-Schreier theory, there is an element f ∈ K such that K ′ = K(α) and αp − α = f .
f is determined modulo β(K) (up to constant multiple) by K ′/K, where β is the Artin-Schreier map
x 7→ xp − x.
In part I of this paper ([3]), we studied certain Artin-Schreier extensions of 2-dimensional affine plane
over F and found an algorithm to compute r′x (see Definition 2) which is equal to rx for “almost all”
extensions. In part II of this paper, we generalize this result to any Artin-Schreier extension of surfaces
over F and prove Kato’s conjecture for good Artin-Schreier extension. In this paper, we give a simple
formula to compute r′x (Theorem 4.1) and prove Kato’s conjecture for upper bound of rx (Theorem 5.1).
2. Definitions of SwD′(f) and rx
We recall the definition of the Swan conductor SwD′(f) following [1].
SwD′(f) := min{max{−vD′(g), 0} | g ∈ K, g ≡ f mod β(K)}.
Here D′ is an irreducible divisor of X and vD′ is the normalized additive valuation on K defined by D
′.
Let X ′ = Xs → Xs−1 → · · · → X0 = X be a sequence of blowing-ups of closed points lying over x such
that (X ′, U ′, χ) is clean (see Definition 1) at all points of X ′\U ′ with U ′ the inverse image of U in X ′.
For each 0 ≤ i < s, let µi be the following nonnegative integer. Let Ui be the inverse image of U in Xi.
Let µi = ei(ei − 1) in Case (I) (resp. µi = e2i in Case (II)) with ei ≥ 0 the integer defined with respect
to the blowing up pri : Xi+1 → Xi at xi. Here
ei :=
{
SwD1,i(f)− Swpr−1
i
(xi)
(f) if xi is of type (I),
SwD1,i(f) + SwD2,i(f)− Swpr−1
i
(xi)
(f) if xi is of type (II) ,
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where D1,i (resp. D1,i, D2,i) is the irreducible divisors of Xi containing xi. The invariant rx is defined
by
rx =
s∑
i=0
µi.
In Case (I), we choose t2 such that (t1, t2) is the maximal ideal of OX,x. We fix t2 once and for all if x is
of type (I).
3. Definitions of pg(f), r′x, good representatives, clean models
Let the notations be as in the introduction. We recall the definitions of pg(f) and p¯g(f) following [4].
Let f be an element of OX,x[(t1t2)
−1], then there exist integers k, a0, b0, a1, b1, . . . , ak, bk such that
a0 < a1 < · · · < ak, b0 < b1 < · · · < bk, and
(1) f ∈ t−a01 t
b0
2 O
×
X,x + t
−a1
1 t
b1
2 O
×
X,x + · · ·+ t
−ak
1 t
bk
2 O
×
X,x.
We define pg(f) and p¯g(f) by
(2) pg(f) = ((a0, b0), (a1, b1), · · · , (ak, bk)) ∈ (Z
2)⊕k+1,
(3) p¯g(f) = {(a0, b0), (a1, b1), · · · , (ak, bk)} ⊂ Z
2.
We recall the definition of a good representative of χ following [4]. We say f is a good representative of
χ if
(4) p¯g(f) ∩ pZ2 ⊂ {(0, 0)}, p¯g(f) ∩ (Z≥0 × Z≤0) 6= ∅.
We define inductively the set ess(A) of essential vertices of A = ((a0, b0), (a1, b1), · · · , (ak, bk)). We
put i0 = 0. We define il by induction on l as follows.
(5) il+1 := max{j |
bj − bil
aj − ail
= min
il<j′≤k
{
bj′ − bil
aj′ − ail
}}.
We define s so that is = k. We define ess(A) by ess(A) = ((ai0 , bi0), (ai1 , bi1), · · · , (ais , bis)).
Definition 1. In Case (I), we say (X,U, χ) is clean at x ∈ D if pg(f) = ((a0, b0)) or ((a0, b0), (a1, b0+1))
for some good representative f . In Case (II), we say (X,U, χ) is clean at x ∈ D if pg(f) = ((a0, b0)) for
some good representative f .
We will define r′t (t = 1 or t = 2 according as x is of type (I) or type (II)) by
r′t((a
′
i, b
′
i)0≤i≤k) : = µ+ r
′
2((a
′
j , b
′
j − a
′
j)j∈J′a) + r
′
t((a
′
j − b
′
j , b
′
j)j∈J′b),
r′t((a0, b0)) : = 0,
where
J ′a := {j | b
′
j − a
′
j < max
j+1≤i≤k
{b′i − a
′
i}},
J ′b := {j | a
′
j − b
′
j > max
0≤i≤j−1
{a′i − b
′
j}}.
Recall that µ = e(e− 1) in Case (I) (resp. µ = e2 in Case (II)) with e := max{n+ak, 0}+max{−m, 0}−
max{{n−m+ ai − bi}0≤i≤k, 0} ≥ 0. Note that e := ak −min0≤i≤k{ai − bi} if p¯g(f) ∩ (Z≤0 ×Z≥0) 6= ∅.
We also use the notation r′x((a
′
i, b
′
i)0≤i≤k) instead of r
′
t((a
′
i, b
′
i)0≤i≤k).
Definition 2. We define r′x by r
′
x = r
′
t(pg(f)), where f is a good representative of χ. Note that r
′
x is
well defined because r′t(pg(f)) does not depend on the choice of a good representative (cf. [4]).
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4. A simple formula for r′x
In this section, we give a simple formula to compute r′x (see Definition 2).
Lemma 1. r′x depends only on the essential vertices of pg(f).
Proof. Let pg(f) = ((a0, b0), (a1, b1), · · · , (ak, bk)). By the definition of r′x, we see
(6) r′x((ai, bi)0≤i≤k) = µ+ r
′
x((aj − bj, bj)j∈J′a)) + r
′
x((aj , bj − aj)j∈J′b))
It suffices to show the right hand side depends only on essential vertex of pg(f). We claim that µ depends
only on ess(pg(f)). In fact min0≤i≤k{ai − bi} = min0≤t≤s{ait − bit}. Indeed if min0≤i≤k{ai − bi} <
min0≤t≤s{ait − bit}, there exist u and t1 such that au − bu is minimal (i.e. au − bu = min0≤i≤k{ai − bi})
and it1 < u < it1+1. By the minimality of au − bu,
(7)
bu − bit1
au − ait1
< 1 <
bit1+1 − bu
ait1+1 − au
.
Therefore
(8)
bu − bit1
au − ait1
<
bit1+1 − bit1
ait1+1 − ait1
<
bit1+1 − bu
ait1+1 − au
.
(we use the inequality a/b > (a + c)/(b + d) > c/d for a/b > c/d > 0, a, b, c, d > 0). This contradicts
the definition of essential vertices. Therefore min0≤i≤k{ai − bi} = min0≤t≤s{ait − bit}. It is easy to see
that there exist s1, s2 such that (ait − bit , bit)0≤t≤s1 = ess((aj − bj , bj)j∈J′a) and (ait , bit − ait)s2≤t≤s =
ess((aj − bj , bj)j∈J′
b
). Therefore, we prove the lemma by induction on k and the depth (recall that the
depth is defined by ak − a0 + bk − b0).
Definition 3. For A = ((a0, b0), . . . , (ak, bk)), we define the area of A by
(9) Area(A) :=
k−1∑
t1=0
(at1+1 − at1) · (bt1+1 + bt1 − 2b0).
Theorem 4.1. We have the equality r′x = Area(ess(pg(f))) + (t− 2)(ak − a0) for a good representative
f , where t = 1 or t = 2 according as x is of type (I) or of type(II).
Proof. By the above Lemma 1, we may assume pg(f) = ess(pg(f)) = (ai, bi)0≤t≤k. Let u be an
integer such that au − bu is minimal (i.e. au − bu = min0≤i≤k{ai − bi}). We treat the Case (II). The
proof for the case (I) is similar and omit this. There exist integers s1 and s2 such that
(10) ess((ai − bi, bi)i∈J′a) = (ai − bi, bi)0≤i≤s1 ,
(11) ess((ai, bi − ai)i∈J′
b
) = (ai, bi − ai)s2≤i≤k,
Areaess((ai,bi)0≤i≤k) = 2× S((a0, b0)− · · · − (au, bu)− (ak, b0))
+ 2× S((au, bu)− · · · − (ak, bk)− (ak, b0))
= (ak − au + bu)
2+
2× S((a0, b0)− · · · − (au, bu)− (au − bu, b0))
+ 2× S((au, bu)− · · · − (ak, bk)− (ak, b0 + ak − au + bu))
= (ak − au + bu)
2 +Areaess((ai−bi,bi)i∈J′a )
+Areaess((ai,bi−ai)i∈J′
b
)
Here we denote the area of the n-gon with vertices v1, · · · , vn by S(v1 − v2 − · · · − vn). The equality
r′x = Area(ess(pg(f))) holds for k = 0. We prove r
′
x = Area(ess(pg(f))) by induction on k and the
depth (recall that the depth is defined by ak − a0 + bk − b0). In fact
r′x((ai, bi)0≤i≤k) = µ+ r
′
x((ai − bi, bi)0≤i≤u) + r
′
x((ai, bi − ai)u≤i≤k)
= (ak − au + bu)
2 +Areaess((ai−bi,bi)i∈J′a ))
+Areaess((ai,bi−ai)i∈J′
b
)
= Areaess((ai,bi)0≤i≤k).
We use the induction assumption to show the second equality.
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5. A proof of Kato’s conjecture for the upper bound of rx.
We prove the Kato’s conjecture (cf. [4]).
Theorem 5.1. Let f be a good representative of χ. Let pg(f) = ((n,m), (n + a1,m + b1), · · · , (n +
ak,m+ bk)). The following inequality holds.
rx ≤ (n+ ak) · (m+ bk − 1) x is of type (I),
rx ≤ (n+ ak) · bk + (−m) · ak x is of type (II).
Proof. We define A to be (n+ak)(m+bk−1) in Case (I) (to be (n+ak) ·bk+(−m) ·ak in Case (II)).
We prove the inequality of this theorem by induction on A. It is easy to see that the inequality of this
theorem holds for A = 0. There exist s and it (0 ≤ t ≤ s) such that ess(pg(f)) = (n+ ait ,m+ bit)0≤t≤s,
where we put a0 = b0 = 0. We only treat the Case (II). The proof for the case (I) is similar and omit
this.
rx ≤ Aess(pg(f)) +
s−1∑
t=0
2× S((0, 0)− (n+ ait ,m+ bit)− (n+ ait+1 ,m+ bit+1))
= 2× S((0, 0)− (n,m)− (n+ ak,m)− (n+ ak,m+ bk))
≤ (n+ ak) · bk + (−m) · ak.
We use the induction assumption to prove the first inequality (see Section 6 in [4]).
6. An application
Let Fχ be the e´tale sheaf on U corresponding to χ. We denote K
log
X to be ∧
2Ω1X(logD). We define
Sw(χ) by
(12) Sw(χ) =
∑
D′
SwD′(f) ·D
′,
where D′ runs through all irreducible components of D. From Kato’s theory in [5], we have
χc(U,Fχ)− χc(U,Ql) = (Sw(χ), Sw(χ) + K
log
X )−
∑
x∈X
rx.
Here, χc implies the compact support e´tale cohomological Euler-Poincare´ characteristic, and (, ) implies
the intersection pairing.
From this formula and Theorem 4.1, we can calculate the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of Fχ when
rx = r
′
x. Remark that rx = r
′
x for good Artin-Schreier extension (see Theorem 4.2 in [4]).
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